Cloud Based
Hosting Solutions
How do we make our cloud so fast?
Our cloud hosting boasts the highest levels of performance in the industry. The storage infrastructure of our
cloud solution utilizes SolidFire hardware. We tested equipment from several manufacturers and found that
SolidFire was the only one able to provide the high performance levels we demanded.

SSD Based
All of the storage in our cloud uses SSD storage. Why
do we use SSD based storage? In a word, speed.
The storage that powers our cloud is fast, seriously
fast. We engineered our cloud solution with speed in
mind and SSD lets us provide you with the guaranteed
levels of performance that you demand.

What are IOPS?
IOPS stands for Input/Output Operations Per Second
and it's the key measurement in benchmarking the
performance of storage systems such as hard drives,
SSD based storage, and SAN storage.!

Guaranteed IOPS
The Total Server Solutions Cloud, with its SolidFire
SSD based SAN storage backend is able to provide
IOPS levels that are unmatched by virtually any other
cloud hosting provider. If you've got a database heavy
application, or just need the highest levels of
performance for your project, our cloud is for you. To
give you an idea of just how fast our cloud really is,
check this out:
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Cloud Based
Hosting Solutions
Harness the Power
of our CDN
Our cloud platform gives
you all the speed you
can ask for. But, your
customers and viewers
are scattered across the
globe. What’s the best
and easiest way to keep
your content flowing?

!

The answer is the Total
Server Solutions CDN.
Our CDN has globespanning reach and
helps your content get
to its destinations
quicker and easier than
anything out there. It’s
the final piece in the
puzzle to help you
deliver your content
anywhere, any time.

Cloud & CDN Working Together
As the amount of content required for your site to load increases, so
does the load time. If you’re not utilizing the power of a CDN to help
server your content, you’re wasting time. More importantly, you’re
wasting the time of your viewers. As load time increases, engagement
decreases. This is especially true of ecommerce transactions. As the
load times for your site or your shopping cart increase, cart
abandonment and cancelled transaction rates soar.

!

The graphs here show an approximation of various site components
and how load times decrease when content is served from our CDN
rather from a single central server. As you can see, there is a dramatic
decrease in load time. This leads to happier viewers, fewer abandoned
carts, and more completed transactions!

Our CDN is your secret weapon to improve speed & engagement!
If you're using the Total Server Solutions CDN your content loads MUCH faster. Copies of your
content are stored at nodes across the CDN so that where ever your viewers are, they're close to
one of our nodes, and close to your content.

!

The same customer is viewing your site. This time though, you're utilizing our CDN to help serve
your data. The same complex, content-heavy site is being passed through our CDN with data
stored near your viewer.

!

Your viewer no longer has to connect to a server half way across the continent to get what they
need. Instead, they connect to a node that's much closer to them. The content they need is served
quickly. They complete more purchases, and you profit!
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